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every time you download a file (torrent or not) the tracker — a daemon on your computer or pc — is alerted and tells
other peers in your tracker's 'contact' list that this file is available for download. once a tracker's contact list has

received enough files, it will add them to the list and send out a notification to other peers in the list. so the common
scenario is this: you have downloaded an mp4 file and on top of it is a torrent file. you're probably not downloading

just the video, but maybe the video + the music (maybe some of the sound is missing) + some other stuff like
pictures and/or audiobooks. you notice the torrent file and click it to open it and drag-drop the mp4 to the window.
when you "add" the files to the torrent, it will add them to its list and once it has enough seeders it will inform all of
the other peers in its contact list, and all the peers will in turn inform their peers and so on, until you have enough
seeds to download it. in the meantime, your ratio (the ratio between your upload speed and download speed) will

drop because you're sharing the upload speed with the torrent, which is why it's called a 'peer-to-peer' system. if the
torrent is still open in your program and it has been added to the list (not necessarily downloaded yet) then it is safe

to close the torrent and then you will be able to manage the files. this is a good thing to do, but if you close it too
early, it may not actually download all the files (or add them to the list) and you'll have to start all over. so, if you

close the torrent before all the files have been added to the list, you may end up with a broken torrent with no
seeders and your ratio is fucked.
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New Orleans is a special
place. It may not have a
great football team, but
the NFL has historically

sponsored special award
shows for visiting teams.
Named after Louisiana

states Saints players won
the 2002 Rookie of the
Year Award, The Hard
Knocks Award, and the
Arthur Ashe Courage

Award, the Super Bowl
was created in honor of

the 2003 season, the first
in which the Ravens won

the Super Bowl. That
changed in 2011 and
2012, as the NFC was
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awarded the Super Bowl
twice in a row. I think

there's a vast number of
people who don't fully
understand how the

torrenting and content
sharing models work, or
maybe they just don't

care. My experience has
been that users don't
care. They might not
seed much of the first
episode if they did, but

they'll seed the next, and
the next, and the next.

This is a dilemma I faced
back when I was a 'pure'
bittorrent user. I would
download a handful of
episodes from torrent

sites, seed them myself,
and never join another
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swarm until the next
season. And I felt justified
in doing so because I was

under the assumption
that a torrent itself is like

a share economy: the
people who host the files
do it because they enjoy
the content and want to
share it with people like
me. With that in mind, I
decided that I wouldn't

download a single
episode until I was sure I
would seed that entire
episode to every single

person I could find online.
I could also see that I

could join a swarm and
seed for the entire

season at the same time.
Over time I'd seed a very
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large number of episodes
to a large number of

people online. It made
me proud to think I was

contributing to
the'sharing' of an episode
of Breaking Bad for a few

hours. 5ec8ef588b
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